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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
A service provider technician is working on a multicast issue
for a customer. While checking the multicast table, the
technician notices that no flags are present for the (1.1.1.1,

239.1.1.1) entry, yet flags are present for the (1.1.1.1,
232.1.1.1) entry.
Which factor might explain this issue?
A. Only GLOP is permitted
B. Only ASM is permitted
C. Only the default SSM range is permitted
D. Only the administratively scoped range is permitted
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
An administrator has been asked to create 100 virtual firewalls
in a local, on-premise lab environment (not in "the cloud").
Bootstrapping is the most expedient way to perform this task.
Which option describes deployment of a bootstrap package in an
on-premise virtual environment?
A. Create and attach a virtual hard disk (VHD).
B. Use a virtual CD-ROM with an ISO.
C. Use an S3 bucket with an ISO.
D. Use config-drive on a USB stick.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/documentation/80/virtualizatio
n/virtualization/set-up-the-vmseries-firewall-on-kvm/install-the-vm-series-firewall-on-kvm/us
e-an-iso-file-to-deploy-the-vm-series-firewall

NEW QUESTION: 3
Where should you lock up the backup tapes for your servers?
A. The tape library
B. A filing cabinet
C. An offsite fire safe
D. The server room
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Backup tapes should be stored off site, preferably in a fire
safe, so that the data is available should a fire, flood, or
other disaster affect the location were the servers are.
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